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Swiss-Ski places its trust in the extensive exper-

tise of MONTANA SPORT INTERNATIONAL 

AG for ski and snowboard preparation, and 

has done so for many years. The renewal of 

the agreement will see Montana remain an 

official supplier to Swiss-Ski until at least 2031.

As a global technological leader, Montana 

provides ski service companies with the equip-

ment they need to provide optimum support 

for snow sports enthusiasts. Since 2018, the 

Stans-based company has been working with 

Swiss-Ski to prepare skis and snowboards in 

year-round material tests, thereby ensuring 

that the best base structures can be deve-

loped for various snow conditions. Working 

closely with the service staff, the tuning 

and side edges are also customised to suit  

athletes‘ needs for the World Cup. 

„We are thrilled to be able to continue our 

collaboration with MONTANA SPORT INTER-

NATIONAL AG for at least another eight years. 

The enduring nature of this partnership allows 

us to make the most of Montana‘s expertise 

and work together to develop innovative skills. 

As a result, we will be able to harmonise 

the processes relating to the surface, edges, 

snow and wax to be even better,“ said Walter 

Reusser, CEO Sport at Swiss-Ski.

Head of the Swiss-Ski Technology Centre 

Daniel Züger added „ We are working closely 

with Montana on plans to develop innovative 

technologies and machines. This is how we

create a competitive advantage for our athle-

tes. As such, we are extremely excited about 

our long-term collaboration with MONTANA 

SPORT INTERNATIONAL AG.“

Daniel Züger, 

Head of Technology Center Swiss-Ski
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